In an interview with the Hare Today, sophomore Brent Cruz reported that everything was actually going "pretty okay" as he prepared to enter his sixth week of classes.

"It feels great to be this prepared and on top of my work, especially as we approach the mid-point of the semester," he said in a written statement. " Heck, I think I’ll go for a nice walk on the Charles. You can't beat this weather!"

There is no word yet on whether Cruz has studied for his LS1A midterm, which is approaching with the metaphorical speed and intensity of a bullet train.

"Oh, that thing?" Cruz replied when asked about the upcoming exam, "Oh right - I've got plenty of time! A few friends and I are going to get together and study one of these nights."

Cruz’s friends didn’t respond to the Hare Today’s request for comment on the upcoming study session, although one mentioned that it seemed unlikely that they would settle on a time and date that worked for everyone, and would probably just study on their own at the last minute.

“Oh right - I've got plenty of time!”

Still, Cruz seems to be living life to the fullest, an increasingly rare sight as the semester progresses on into the depths of marathon psetting and all-nighters for that 5 page response paper you haven’t done yet. "I just think we need to make time for ourselves, you know?" Cruz said as he skipped out of his front door, forgetting his key in the process. "It's part of being a healthy, well-rounded student."

Unconfirmed reports claim that Cruz was later seen in Lev dhall, slurping instant ramen and sweating profusely as he worked to finish an overdue assignment.

"It was really no big deal," Cruz said over the phone the next morning, "my TF and I are like, friends."

The Hare Today, despite repeated interview requests, cannot confirm that any of Brent Cruz’s TFs consider him a friend.

"Ah, who am I kidding," he sighed, "I'm just looking forward to Thanksgiving.'
Failed Stein Club Themes

Most Stein Club themes, such as last week's Oktoberfest Stein, have contributed much pizzazz to the Leverett community. However, there are other ideas that have been blacklisted over the years due to negative feedback. After going through HoCo's archives, we found a few and listed them below:

Gothic Stein (1994)
- Strictly black attire. People weren't allowed to speak; they could only stand near the corners of the room, stare at the floor, and swing slowly to the background sounds of the Cure.

Final Club Stein
- Only HoCo members are allowed in, unless you're really tight. Not like “We were in expos together!” tight. Like, tight tight.

Shel Silver Stein (2002)
- Leverites sit on the floor criss-cross applesauce while a volunteer reads excerpts from the critically acclaimed Where the Sidewalk Ends.

Calvin Klein Stein (1998)
- Mandatory ck dress code, with an emphasis on fashion risk-taking. A flyer for this event read: “Collars must be popped; jaws must be dropped.”

Frank In Stein
- This Stein was restricted to anyone in Leverett whose name is, or was formerly, Frank. Most people didn't get the message, and accidentally showed up covered in green body paint.

Graphic Design Stein
- Graphic design enthusiasts were invited to help redecorate the Stein Club space. Their time was spent complaining about the color green and hanging up Christmas tree lights around the room. Way to be original guys.

Mystery Movie Quote:

“Last week’s answer: “I may not be a smart dog, but I know what roadkill is.”

Toy Story 2

Feedback

The Hare Today is changing! Suggestions? Comments? Send your ideas to editor in chief Katie Manzi at kmanzi@college.harvard.edu. Both fresh ideas and favorites you wish to stay are welcome.